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00:21:33 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining us today. You can learn more and order 

'Changing Higher Education in East Asia' here: https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/changing-

higher-education-in-east-asia-9781350216259/  

00:22:32 CGHE Webinars: This flyer has codes at the bottom for a 35% discount on the 

book: https://www.researchcghe.org/perch/resources/changing-higher-education-in-east-

asia-hb-flyer.pdf  

00:38:52 Ka Ho Mok: dear participants, please feel free to raise your questions through the 

chat functions. Your comments are also welcome. 

00:39:32 Glen Chatelier: East Asian Education since ancient times has gained from 

transmigratory cultures, what would be some evidences of the present East Asian Education 

growth in both the modern sciences and in the emergent sciences? 

00:56:17 Joshua Ee: Thank you for the presentation! There has been growing cooperation 

between East Asian countries and ASEAN, especially through the East Asia Summit and 

ASEAN+3. Beyond traditional examples of East-West collaborations, how has collaborations 

with ASEAN influenced education in East Asia or experiences amongst its students? (e.g., 

student migration/jogi yuhak, development programmes) 

00:59:47 Vedika Kedia: As mentioned in the presentation, science publications from 

universities in East Asia outnumber those from leading Western universities like MIT. How 

long do you think is it before universities like Tsinghua compete with MIT in overall 

university rankings and become most preferred destination for international students? 

01:02:33 McQueen Sum: Thank you for the wonderful presentation! I’m wondering if your 

new book shows evidence on whether in reality East Asian HE is increasingly “westernised” 

or able to maintain their distinctiveness from the “Western” model of HE? Where does East 

Asian HE stand and where is it heading? 

01:07:04 Joshua Ee: Thank you so much 

01:09:21 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining us today. Once again, you can learn more 

and order 'Changing Higher Education in East Asia' here: 

https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/changing-higher-education-in-east-asia-9781350216259/ 

01:09:36 CGHE Webinars: This flyer has codes at the bottom for a 35% discount on the 

book: https://www.researchcghe.org/perch/resources/changing-higher-education-in-east-

asia-hb-flyer.pdf  
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01:10:09 mutia Alnimrat: good information,thank you . 

01:10:23 CGHE Webinars: A recording of this session will be on the CGHE website 

tomorrow: https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/changing-higher-

education-in-east-asia-a-cghe-book-symposium/  

01:10:47 mutia Alnimrat: thank you 

01:11:09 CGHE Webinars: Our next webinar, Liberal Arts in the universities of Greater China: 

Current Models and the Historical Legacy, will be on Tuesday. You can register here: 

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/liberal-arts-in-the-universities-of-

greater-china-current-models-and-the-historical-legacy/  

01:12:15 Glen Chatelier: A rich learning experience!!!  Thank you so much 

01:12:52 McQueen Sum: Thank you so much, Yunkyung and Olga! 

01:13:08 Simon Marginson: Thank you all for joining our webinar. Please read our book, it 

has great chapters 

01:13:10 Lori Lee Wallace: Wonderful symposium! I am looking forward to exploring this 

book. Thank you! 

01:13:11 CRISTINA DE CARVALHO: Thank you all presenters! Wonderful webinar and 

congrulations for this important new book 

01:13:14 Dr. Bhaskar C.: informative and interesting for future research. Thanks CGHE 

01:13:21 Trif Victorița: Thank you! 

01:13:33 Trif Victorița: Congratulations! 

01:14:06 McQueen Sum: Thank you everyone! 

01:14:17 elisabeth laura: Thank you  
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